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In this work, through a comparative study of self-assembled (SA) and selective area grown (SAG)

(In)GaN nanocolumn (NC) ensembles, we first give a detailed insight into improved crystallo-

graphic uniformity (homogeneity of crystallographic tilts and twists) of the latter ones. The study,

performed making use of: reflective high energy electron diffraction, X-ray diffraction and scanning

electron microscopy, reveals that unlike their SA counterparts, the ensembles of SAG NCs show sin-

gle epitaxial relationship to both sapphire(0001) and Si(111) underlying substrates. In the second

part of the article, making use of X-ray diffraction, we directly show that the selective area growth

leads to improved compositional uniformity of InGaN NC ensembles. This further leads to improved

spectral purity of their luminescence, as confirmed by comparative macro-photoluminescence meas-

urements performed on SA and SAG InGaN NC ensembles. An improved crystallographic uniform-

ity of NC ensembles facilitates their integration into optoelectronic devices, whereas their improved

compositional uniformity allows for their employment in single-color optoelectronic applications.
VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905951]

I. INTRODUCTION

The high potential of GaN nanocolumns (NCs) was rec-

ognized in the late 1990s, when several groups reported their

self-assembled (SA) growth and their supreme crystal qual-

ity.1,2 The SA mode is, however, characterized by intrinsi-

cally high randomness, which limits the control of NCs

growth (density, size, and orientation) and their consequent

processing into devices. To overcome these highly undesired

drawbacks, several groups reported realization of ordered

arrays of GaN NCs, obtained by means of selective area

growth (SAG) homoepitaxy.3–5 Apart from improved control

over NCs0 (i) position and (ii) size (diameter and height), the

SAG homoepitaxy also provides dramatically improved con-

trol over NCs0 (iii) orientation (tilt and twist) and, conse-

quently, (iv) compositional uniformity, when it comes to

InGaN NC ensembles. The SAG growth technique thus

opens the door for the realization of a wide variety of uni-

form and scalable NC-based structures and devices, such as

(a) arrays of nanolight emitting diodes (nano-LEDs),6–8 (b)

arrays of quantum light (single photon) emitters,9 (c) arrays

of gate-all-around nano-transistors,10 (d) pseudo-substrates,11

and (e) photonic crystals.12

When NCs processing into a functional device requires

their electrical functionalization (devices (a) and (c)), then it

is desirable the NC epilayer to be merged in the final stage of

its growth. In this way, the highly demanding technological

task of contacting billions of independent NCs is substituted

with much easier one that is, contacting single compact layer.

The NC merging step is also the crucial one for the realization

of semi- and non-polar pseudo-substrates (d), with improved

crystal quality. Merging of mutually tilted and/or twisted

(crystallographically non-uniform) nano-crystals leads to the

formation of screw, edge and/or mixed dislocations, which

deteriorate the layer’s crystal quality.13 This directly implies

that, as long as the NC merging is concerned, the high uni-

formity of NCs tilts and twists (crystallographic uniformity

(iii)), plays a crucial role for their practical applications. The

requirement of precise control of NC orientation is not neces-

sarily related to the merging step. In the case of a dot-in-wire

quantum light emitter (b), the polarization of emitted photons

is influenced by crystallographic orientation of the emitting

quantum dot, which is directly inherited from the orientation

of the hosting NC.9 In a NC-based photonic crystal (e), mis-

aligned NCs introduce local photonic band gap alterations,

acting thus as defects in the photonic crystal.12

Apart from crystallographic uniformity, another issue

starts to play a crucial role when applications come to the

employment of InGaN NCs, and that is ensemble composi-

tional uniformity (iv). Namely, when employed as building

blocks of light emitting devices (a and b), poor compositional

uniformity of InGaN NC ensemble leads to its broad emis-

sion, which may be incompatible with single-color applica-

tions.14–16 The highly varying: density, morphology, and

orientation of NC ensembles fabricated by SA growth, pro-

duce differences in effective In, Ga, and N fluxes on NCs0

tops, resulting with formation of compositionally different

columnar InGaN sections (from one NC to another). The

high uniformity in NCs0 density, size, and orientation, which

is guaranteed by the SAG homoepitaxy, on the other hand,

leads to their compositional uniformity and, consequently, to

improved spectral purity of the ensemble luminescence.6–8

The arrays of SAG NCs are already being processed

into structures and devices that are not available within the

limitations of the SA growth. In our recent publications, we
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reported realization of: arrays of blue, green, and yellow

nano-LEDs,8 arrays of blue and green quantum light emit-

ters,9 as well as GaN semi-polar pseudo-substrates.11 In this

work, we provide a detailed insight into those properties of

SAG homoepitaxy that allowed for these achievements. As

previously mentioned, due to their supreme importance, the

focus of the work is on NC ensemble crystallographic and

compositional uniformity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The samples under study were grown in a RIBER

Compact 21 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) system,

equipped with a radio-frequency plasma nitrogen source and

standard Knudsen cells for Ga and In. The SAG NC samples

were grown on GaN-on-Si(111) and GaN-on-sapphire(0001)

templates. In the case of the GaN-on-Si(111) templates,

200–500 nm thick GaN were grown by MBE on two-inch

Si(111) substrates with a �4� miscut towards (11–2) crystal-

lographic direction. More details on the GaN buffer growth

can be found elsewhere.17 Commercial �3.3 lm thick GaN-

on-sapphire templates (Lumilog) were grown by metal or-

ganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). On both types of

templates, the SAG of GaN NCs was achieved by using

�7 nm thick Ti mask fabricated by colloidal lithography. The

Ti mask consists of uniform nanoholes arranged in a compact

hexagonal lattice with a �270 nm pitch. The nanoholes’

diameters can be varied in a controlled way from �220 down

to �100 nm. Details about colloidal lithography can be found

in our previous publications.18 After the colloidal mask was

prepared, the SAG GaN NCs were grown at �840 �C, with

impinging fluxes UGa� 18 nm/min and UN� 5 nm/min.5

The SA GaN NCs were grown on bare Si (111) sub-

strates. Prior to the growth, the Si wafers were outgassed in

the growth chamber for 30 min and at 860 �C, to remove sur-

face oxide. The SA GaN NCs growth was then performed at

�800 �C, under highly N-rich conditions: UGa� 4 nm/min

and UN� 14 nm/min.19

Finally, the growth of columnar InGaN sections on the

top of both SAG and SA GaN NCs, was performed at lower

growth temperatures, under N-rich conditions. To achieve

InGaN over full compositional range, the growth tempera-

ture was varied between 300 and 650 �C, whereas the im-

pinging flux ratio UIn/(UGaþUIn) was varied from 0.4 to 1.

Further growth details about this growth step can be found in

our previous publications.19,20

The morphological characterization of NCs has been per-

formed with a Crestec CABL-9500C scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM). To study crystallographic uniformity of GaN

NC ensembles, surface diffraction patterns, obtained by re-

flective high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), were

employed. The diffraction patterns were obtained at 15 keV

on a fluorescent screen and were recorded by a charge-couple

device camera. The information about NCs crystal quality

(and other relevant structural features, such as polarity and

strain) was acquired with an aberration-corrected scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) JEOL-

JEMARM200cF, with atomic spatial resolution. To study

crystallographic and compositional uniformity of InGaN NC

ensembles (as well as their other relevant properties, such as

epitaxial relationship and strain) volume diffraction measure-

ments, realized with X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, were

employed. The measurements were performed with Cu-
Ka1 line (kX¼ 1.5406 Å), in a commercial Panalytical X’Pert

Pro diffractometer equipped with a Ge(220) hybrid mono-

chromator. Finally, optical quality of the samples was

assessed by photoluminescence (PL) measurements, exciting

with a HeCd laser (k¼ 325 nm) with a power density of �1

W cm�2 at �10 K.

III. RESULTS

In Sec. III A, we analyze ensembles of GaN NCs.

Growth details about this sample series can be found in our

previous publications.5,19 Through a comparative study

between ensembles of SA and SAG GaN NCs, we first

explain the mechanisms of the SAG homoepitaxy which lead

to: ordered NC ensembles (site-control), with a good mor-

phological uniformity (size-control) and a good crystallo-

graphic uniformity (orientation-control). This study is

performed by the combination of SEM and RHEED. Second,

we provide detailed insights into two other NCs properties,

which are crucial for their integration into optoelectronic

devices: NCs0 crystal quality, assessed by STEM, and NCs0

optical quality, assessed by macro-PL.

In Sec. III B, we analyze ensembles of In(Ga)N NCs.

Growth details about this sample series can be found in our

previous publications.19–21 Through a comparative study

between ensembles of SA and SAG InGaN NCs, we first

address the benefits of the SAG, by combination of SEM and

XRD. Second, we provide a detailed insight into columnar

InGaN compositional uniformity, which is assessed by XRD

technique and complemented with macro-PL measurements.

A. Ordered ensembles of GaN nanowires

Crystalline properties of a reference SA GaN NCs

grown heteroepitaxially on bare Si(111) (sample A1)19 are

compared with two samples of ordered GaN NCs grown by

SAG homoepitaxy on GaN-on-Si(111) and GaN-on-sap-

phire(0001) templates (samples A2 and A3, respectively).5

Details about these samples (series A) are summarized in

Table I.

1. SA heteroepitaxy vs. SAG homoepitaxy: Site-, size-,
and orientation-control

Figure 1 shows top and lateral SEM view of the studied

samples.

The SA heteroepitaxy (Figure 1(A1)) is characterized

with a random self-nucleation mechanism and a weak epitax-

ial constraint. The self-nucleation mechanism (the details of

which can be found in a recent publication of Consonni

et al.22) leads to: (i) a random NC positioning (no site con-

trol) and (ii) a low uniformity of NC diameters (poor size

control). In the early growth stage, the underlying Si(111)

substrate is (intentionally or spontaneously) nitridated,

resulting with a formation of a 2–3 nm thick amorphous SiN

layer on the substrate surface. A nucleation of initial GaN

035301-2 Gačević et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 035301 (2015)
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nano-islands (seeds) thus proceeds on this amorphous layer,

i.e., without direct crystal-to-crystal contact (weak epitaxial

constraint) with the underlying Si. This results with a high

dispersion of GaN seeds’ tilts and twists, and, consequently

with a (iii) low crystallographic uniformity of NCs devel-

oped from them in the later growth stage (poor orientation

control).

The SAG homoepitaxy (Figures 1(A2) and 1(A3)) is on

the other hand characterized with a selective GaN growth

and a direct homoepitaxial crystal-to-crystal contact. The

selective GaN growth (the details of which can be found in

our separate publication23) leads to: (i) a precise NC posi-

tioning (site control), and (ii) a high uniformity of NC diam-

eters (good size control). Since the nucleation of initial GaN

seeds proceeds directly on the underlying GaN crystal, their

tilts and twists are directly determined by the underlying

single-crystal GaN buffer. This results with low tilt/twist dis-

persion and consequently with (iii) a high crystallographic

TABLE I. Summary of the studied GaN NC samples (series A).5,19 The

buffer thickness and NCs heights are estimated by SEM.

GaN samples Substrate

GaN buffer

thickness (lm)

GaN NCs

height (lm)

A15 Si(111) … 1

Ref. SA NCs

A219 GaN-on-Si(111) 0.5 0.25

SAG NCs

A319 GaN-on-sapphire(0001) 3.3 0.6

SAG NCs

FIG. 1. Top and lateral SEM view of samples: A1, A2, and A3. The insets represent the corresponding RHEED patterns, taken in-situ along (11-20) azimuth.

(A1) The SA heteroepitaxy is characterized with: (i) no site control, (ii) a poor size control, and (iii) a poor orientation control. ((A2) and (A3)) The SAG

homoepitaxy is, on the other hand, characterized with: (i) a site control, (ii) a good size control, and (iii) a good orientation control.

035301-3 Gačević et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 035301 (2015)
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uniformity of NCs developed from them in the later growth

stage (good orientation control).

The insets in Figure 1 represent the corresponding

RHEED patterns, taken in-situ along (11–20) azimuth. Since

RHEED is a grazing incidence technique, the recorded dif-

fraction patterns originate from those electrons that diffract

on NCs0 top crystal planes (no diffraction from the underly-

ing substrate). The annular RHEED pattern (A1) is typical

for SA heteroepitaxy and is a signature of poor crystallo-

graphic uniformity of the analyzed ensemble. When NCs are

fabricated by SAG homoepitaxy on GaN templates, they ex-

hibit bright spotty RHEED patterns ((A2) and (A3)), more

evident in sample A3. The spotty RHEED is a signature of

3D electron diffraction through a monocrystal and conse-

quently an indication of a good crystallographic uniformity

of the analyzed ensemble.24

Figures 1(A1) to 1(A3) clearly show that the SAG

homoepitaxy leads to a dramatically improved uniformity in

NCs0 size. To quantify this improvement, we performed a

statistical analysis of the NCs0 diameter on samples A1–A3,

over 2.2� 2.2 lm2 areas shown in Figure 1 (top SEM view),

using free software from Nanotec.25 Figures 2(A1)–2(A3)

reveal almost one order of magnitude difference of the diam-

eters’ standard deviations, when the fabrication method

changes from SA heteroepitaxy to SAG homoepitaxy, i.e.,

rD(A1)� 45%, rD(A2)� 6%, and rD(A3)� 6%, respec-

tively. Note that the statistical broadening in sample A1 is

attributed, on one hand to the random nature of the SA self-

nucleation mechanism and, on the other hand, to the NCs

tendency to merge (due to ensemble poor crystallographic

uniformity) affecting directly the measured diameter.26

Neither of the two broadening mechanisms is present in the

case of SAG homoepitaxy ((A2) and (A3)). A slight statisti-

cal broadenings in the latter cases, which are found identical,

are mainly attributed to the size dispersion of the polystyrene

nanobeads (estimated at �5%) used for the fabrication of

colloidal Ti nanohole mask.27

It has to be remarked that, regarding NCs0 order and

NCs0 crystallographic uniformity, slight differences between

SAG ensembles grown on Si (A2) and sapphire (A3), are

observed (see top SEM images and RHEED, insets in Figure

1). These differences do not arise from the SAG process

itself or from the homoepitaxial relationship, which are same

in both cases, but rather from the underlying GaN templates

morphology and quality. Indeed, the surface root mean

square roughnesses of the two templates differ in nearly one

order of magnitude �10 nm to �1 nm, respectively, (esti-

mated by atomic force microscopy over a 10� 10 lm2

area).20 A smooth surface favors better ordering of the poly-

styrene nanobeads during colloidal lithography, yielding

thus more regular lithographic masks, and consequently bet-

ter ordered arrays of NCs (Figure 1(A2) vs. 1(A3)).

Similarly, the two templates differ in more than one order of

magnitude in crystallographic uniformity.28 The two tem-

plates tilts/twists are found to be �1�/2� in the former (Si)

and �0.05�/0.1� in the latter (sapphire) case (the values esti-

mated by XRD x-rocking scans around (0002) and u-scans

around (10–12) Bragg spots, respectively). The superior

crystallographic uniformity of the underlying buffer provides

better crystallographic uniformity of initial GaN seeds and

consequently better crystallographic uniformity of the NC

ensemble developed from them in the posterior growth

stage.

2. Structural and optical properties of SAG NCs

For their employment as building blocks of optoelec-

tronic devices, the GaN NCs0 crystal and optical quality play

crucial roles. In this section, we address these two issues,

making use of STEM and macro-PL characterizations.

a. Structural properties. High angle annular dark field

(HAADF) images, acquired on a randomly chosen NC from

sample A3, at the upper NC part (Fig. 3(a)) reveal a uniform

crystal structure (Fig. 3(b)). The NCs are found free of

extended crystal defects. The selective area electron diffrac-

tion (SAED, Fig. 3(c)) confirms that the NCs crystallize in

wurtzite form. To gain further knowledge about the GaN po-

larity and its lattice constants, annular bright field images

(ABF) with atomic resolution were acquired (Fig. 3(d)). The

images confirm that the NCs grow with Ga polarity and with

the strain-free “a” and “c” lattice parameters: �3.19 and

�5.18 Å, respectively, (see Fig. 4(e), for clarity). In sum-

mary, the formation of: Ga-polar, strain-free wurtzite GaN

NCs, which are free of extended crystal defects is confirmed.

b. Optical properties. To get insight into NCs optical

quality (samples A1–A3), low temperature (�10 K) macro-

FIG. 2. Statistical analysis of diameters of NCs0 diameter (D) has been performed over 2.2� 2.2 lm2 area of samples (A1)–(A3), shown as top SEM view, in

Figure 1. The number of analyzed NCs is: 132, 70, and 60, respectively. The diameter standard deviations rD are found to be �45%, �6%, and 6%,

respectively.

035301-4 Gačević et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 035301 (2015)
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PL measurements were performed. To avoid interfering PL

signals from the GaN buffers, the studied NCs were trans-

ferred from their native substrates to optically inactive bare

Si substrates (Figs. 4(A1) and 4(A3)). In this experimental

setup, around 106 NCs were probed together.

Before we move to PL data analysis, it is worth to notice

that PL of a nearly perfect crystal is expected to exhibit fol-

lowing properties:

(i) intense near-band-edge emission,

(ii) narrow near-band-edge emission,

(iii) zero below-band-gap emission.

Due to the high lattice mismatch, the growth of bulk

GaN on commercial substrates is followed by a formation of

dense network of threading dislocations at the hetero-

interface that propagates into the grown bulk material.

Consequently, the PL spectra of GaN templates typically

show a significant below-band-gap emission. In the present

case, PL of GaN-on-Si (MBE grown, Fig. 4(a)) shows a long

below-band-gap tail. PL of GaN-on-sapphire (MOCVD

grown), on the other hand, shows a broad violet band (cen-

tered around 3.0 eV) together with the common yellow band

(centered around 2.2 eV, Fig. 4(a)).

The near-band-edge PL of NCs (samples A1-A3) is typi-

cally found between two and four orders of magnitude more

intense than that of their bulk counterparts (property (i)).

Among the NC samples, however, the PL intensity does not

change significantly, being the recorded differences typically

within the range of half order of magnitude. The NC sam-

ples’ near-band-edge PLs are dominated by narrow donor-

bound exciton line, at 3.471 eV (Fig. 4(b)). The position of

this line indicates a zero average strain in all NC samples.29

Its width is found as low as �1.7 meV for sample A3 (prop-

erty (ii)), the value that is similar to the narrowest lines

reported for SA GaN NCs.2,30,31 Finally, below-band-gap

emission bands are not present in the NC samples (condition

(iii)).

The previous results suggest that the NCs, grown in ei-

ther SA or SAG mode, are nano-crystals with exceptional

quality, in agreement with STEM findings on sample A3. In

Fig. 4(b), we show PL spectrum of sample A3, over a wide

energy range, and with a linear PL intensity scale. This spec-

trum gives an approximate idea about optical properties of

SAG GaN NCs, when they are integrated as building blocks

of optoelectronic devices.

In the end, it is worth to notice that the drastically higher

PL intensity of NC samples, in respect to their bulk counter-

parts, cannot be exclusively attributed to the improved crys-

tal quality, since other parameters, such as different

extraction efficiencies of flat bulk layers and dispersed NCs,

also play a significant role.

FIG. 3. (a) SEM image of a randomly selected NC from sample A3. STEM:

(b) HAADF, (c) SEAD and (d) and (e) ABF images, taken �30 nm below

the NC tip, confirm uniform Ga polar and strain-free wurtzite structure, free

of recurrent crystal defects.

FIG. 4. SEM images of NCs transferred to optically inactive Si substrate

(samples A1 and A3). (a) Normalized PL spectra of NC samples A1, A2,

and A3 compared with those of the GaN-on-Si and GaN-on-sapphire pseu-

dosubstrates. (b) PL spectrum of �106 randomly chosen NCs from sample

A3, reveal: intense and narrow near-band-edge emission and zero below-

band-gap emission. Inset: near-band-edge emission in detail.

035301-5 Gačević et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 035301 (2015)
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B. Ordered ensembles of In(Ga)N nanowires

Crystalline properties of a reference SA InGaN/GaN NC

sample, grown on bare Si(111) (sample B1, details about this

sample can be found in our previous publication)19 is

compared with SAG In(Ga)N/GaN NC samples grown on

GaN-on-Si(111) templates (B2, B3, and B4, details about

these samples can be found in our previous publication).20

The most relevant data about the analyzed samples, which

are columnar InGaN: height and composition, are summar-

ized in Table II.

1. SA vs. SAG: Site-, size-, and orientation-control

Figure 5 shows lateral and top SEM view of the InGaN/

GaN NCs, grown by: (B1) SA heteroepitaxy on bare

Si(111)19 and (B2-B4) SAG on GaN-on-Si(111) templates.20

Observe that unlike SAG GaN NCs, which are fabricated

fully homoepitaxially in one growth step, the fabrication of

SAG In(Ga)N/GaN NCs requires two growth steps and

involves heteroepitaxy. Consequently, for the sake of preci-

sion, we refer to the latter fabrication method simply as SAG

(instead of SAG homoepitaxy).

The first growth step concerns growth of the underlying

columnar GaN section. This is achieved through SAG homo-

epitaxy on the underlying GaN-on-Si template, as explained

in Sec. III A.5 The second growth step concerns growth of

the top In(Ga)N columnar section. The growth conditions

TABLE II. Summary of the In(Ga)N NC samples (series B).19,20 The buffer

layers’ thicknesses and columnar InGaN sections’ heights are estimated by

SEM. The columnar InGaN section composition is estimated by XRD.

InGaN samples Substrate

GaN buffer

thickness (lm)

InGaN section

height (lm)/In

content (%)

B119 Si(111) … �0.5/�25

Ref. SA NCs

B220 GaN-on-Si(111) 0.5 �0.5/�15

SAG NCs

B320 GaN-on-Si(111) 0.5 �0.5/�25

SAG NCs

B420 GaN-on-Si(111) 0.2 �0.4/100

SAG NCs

FIG. 5. SEM images of In(Ga)N/GaN

NC ensembles (samples (B1)-

(B4)).19,20 (B1) The top view reveals

that SA NCs grow with two different

twist orientations (types A and B).

(B2)-(B4) The top view reveals that

SAG NCs grow with single twist orien-

tation (type A).
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that are typically used for this second growth step are

explained in our previous publications.19,20

SEM images of samples B1–B4 show that InGaN NCs

fabricated by SAG (B2–B4) exhibit: (i) order, (ii) size uni-

formity, and (iii) crystallographic uniformity, in respect to

their SA counterpart (B1). Note that the NC positioning (i)

and size uniformity (ii) are achieved through the same means

of the SAG homoepitaxy in the first growth step, as previ-

ously described for the case of SAG GaN NCs. On the other

hand, the appearance of the columnar In(Ga)N/GaN hetero-

interface, which is not present in the case of GaN SAG NCs,

can have significant impact on the ensemble crystallographic

uniformity (iii). In this section, we provide a detailed insight

into the ensemble crystallographic and compositional uni-

formity, through a comparative study of SA and SAG NCs.

2. Crystallographic uniformity

Figure 5(B1) reveals that SA NCs grow with two differ-

ent twist orientations: (a) type A (the dominant one) and (b)

type B, rotated 30� with respect to the dominant one. On the

other hand, in all samples grown by SAG, the NCs have sin-

gle twist orientation.

All samples under study (B1–B4) have two

heterointerfaces:

(i) GaN-SiN-Si(111) heterointerface, which is character-

ized by a lack of a direct crystal-to-crystal contact

(weak epitaxial constraint). In sample B1, this is a

column-to-bulk heterointerface, whereas in samples

B2–B4, this is a bulk heterointerface.

(ii) In(Ga)N-GaN heterointerface which is characterized

with a direct crystal-to-crystal contact. In all samples,

this is a columnar heterointerface.

The coexistence of two different NC twists in sample

B1, is a fingerprint of two different epitaxial relationships, at

either GaN-SiN-Si(111) or InGaN-GaN heterointerface.

Bearing in mind that the first GaN-SiN-Si(111) heterointer-

face is characterized by a weak epitaxial constraint, that the

second columnar InGaN-GaN heterointerface is identical in

all studied samples, and that all samples B2 to B4 exhibit

single crystallographic twist, the origin of two different epi-

taxial relationships in sample B1 has been linked to the first

heterointerface. This result is not surprising, since it is

known that GaN NCs can nucleate on the underlying Si(111)

with two different twists, that is:32

(a) GaN(10–10)jjSi(112), type A (the dominant one)

(b) GaN(11–20)jjSi(112), type B.

The frequency of type B alignment is influenced mainly

by the Si(111) substrate miscut and growth conditions in the

initial growth stage. In our case, we find the incidence of this

alignment significantly below 1%.

The question of crystallographic uniformity of SAG

InGaN NCs is more complicated than that of their SAG GaN

NC counterparts, described in Sec. III A. This is mainly

because in this system we deal with one additional heteroin-

terface (of columnar type), which is not present in the former

case. The In(Ga)N NCs are epitaxially aligned to the

underlying Si(111) substrate, however, in the present case

the degree of their alignment is “double-disturbed,” since

each of the two heterointerfaces can produce certain crystal

lattice tilting and/or twisting.

a. Epitaxial relationship analysis. To determine the epi-

taxial relationship observed in the considered SAG NC

ensembles with certainty, we performed XRD studies. For

these studies, we selected sample B4, since having its top-

columnar section composed of a binary (InN) material, this

sample yields more diffracting signal than its ternary coun-

terparts (B2 and B3). For XRD measurements, the samples

were aligned according to the GaN buffer crystal planes,

making use of (0002) and (10–13) Bragg spots (to set the ref-

erence zero-tilt and zero-twist values, respectively). The sig-

nal was recorded with a fully open detector. The obtained

results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6(a) shows a x-2H/Dx map, revealing a “tilt-

related” epitaxial relationship of InN, GaN, and Si crystal

planes. This figure reveals a following effect:

Effect I: The mean Dx-value of InN(0002) and

GaN(0002) Bragg reflections is different than that of Si(111)

Bragg reflections, indicating the growth of a slightly crystal-

lographically rotated InN/GaN epilayer (tilt-related) on the

underlying Si substrate.

This slight crystallographic rotation of the epilayer with

respect to the Si substrate is estimated at ]ðGaNð0001Þ;
Sið111ÞÞ � 2:2�. When epitaxial growth is performed on

Si(111) substrates with �4� miscut, we find the grown III-N

epilayer typically 1 to 3� rotated with respect the underlying

substrate. These values are higher than the value predicted by

Nagai et al. (�0.7�),33 and in agreement with recent experi-

mental values, reported by Wang et al.34 On the other hand, no

crystallographic tilt is observed at the InN/GaN columnar het-

erointerface, meaning that the columnar InN planes closely fol-

low the alignment of the underlying columnar GaN:

InN(0001)jjGaN(0001).

Figure 6(b) shows x-2H/u pole map, revealing a “twist-

related” epitaxial alignment of InN, GaN and Si crystal

planes. The pole map confirms a three-fold symmetry of the

Si(220) Bragg reflection. It further reveals a six-fold symme-

try of the GaN and InN layers grown on top, which originates

from the wurtzite structure of the III-nitride unit cells. The

measurement reveals a Si(11–2)jjGaN(10–10)jjInN(10–10)

“twist-related” epitaxial relationship, the one corresponding to

type A orientation.

For the sake of precision, let us note that this pole map

is a sum of two x-2H/u pole figures, recorded around (i)

Si(220) Bragg reflection (with w¼ 35.26�) and (ii)

GaN(10–13) Bragg reflection (with w¼ 32.04�), respec-

tively. The two pole figures were recorded over the same x/

2H and u ranges (x/2H¼ 18�-38�/36�-72� and u¼ 0–360�,
respectively), as well as with the same reference x0/u0

angles. Note that due to similar w angle values for

GaN(10–13) and InN(10–13) (32.04� and 31.86�, respec-

tively) these two Bragg reflections were recorded together

(in the second scan). This approach permits the sum of two

pole figures to be presented as a single pole map.
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b. Tilt and twist analysis. Apart from effect I observed in

Figure 6(a), both Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) reveal one more impor-

tant effect:

Effect II-a (tilt-related (Dx)): The width of InN(0002)

and GaN(0002) Bragg reflections is significantly higher than

that of Si(111) Bragg reflection (Fig. 6(a)).

Effect II-b (twist-related (u)): The width of InN(10–13)

and GaN(10–13) Bragg reflections is significantly higher

than that of Si(220) Bragg reflection (Fig. 6(b)).

These results indicate that the crystallographic uniform-

ity of the InN-GaN epilayer is inferior in respect to crystallo-

graphic uniformity of Si substrate, as expected.

To get quantitative insight into a degree of crystallo-

graphic uniformity, we assessed an average tilt and twist of

each of the three crystal layers (InN, GaN, and Si) in sample

B4. The average tilts are defined as one half of full width at

half maximum (1/2�FWHM) of x-rocking scans performed

around the InN(0002), GaN(0002), and Si(111) Bragg reflec-

tions, whereas the average twists are defined as 1/2�FWHM

of u-scans performed around the InN(10–13), GaN(10–13)

and Si(220) Bragg reflections, respectively. Note that these

1D scans correspond to Dx- and u-extracts along the solid

lines designated in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. The x-
rocking and u-scans are featured in Figures 7(a) and 7(b),

whereas the average tilts and twist, extracted from them, are

summarized in Figure 7(c).

The measurements reveal a drastic increase of average

tilt and twist values at the bulk GaN-SiN-Si heterointerface

(around 500 times). No further increase is observed at the co-

lumnar InN-GaN heterointerface. Note that the latter result is

in a qualitative agreement with SEM images shown in

Figure 5, since the orientation of the top NC part in respect

to the bottom one, does not seem to be disturbed by the pres-

ence of the intra-columnar heterointerface (Figure 5). When

interpreting average tilt/twist values (estimated by XRD),

one should bear in mind that unlike RHEED which excites

the crystal surface only, the XRD technique excites the entire

crystal volume. Consequently, the retrieved Si, GaN and InN

tilt/twist values are averaged over entire Si, GaN and InN

material, contained in the analyzed sample. In the case of

GaN, it retrieves information about bulk þ columnar GaN.

Since the measurements were performed with a fully open

detector to increase the number of counts, we cannot exclude

a possible contribution of parasitic GaN/InN material to the

recorded XRD spectra. This parasitic material may nucleate

on the underlying TiN during the SAG.

In the end of this subsection, it is worth to note that

both: (i) epitaxial relationship analysis and (ii) tilt/twist anal-

ysis revealed significant differences between the bulk GaN-

SiN-Si and columnar In(Ga)N-GaN heterointerfaces. The

former heterointerface is, on one hand, characterized by a

slight tilt-related crystallographic rotation of the epilayer

with respect to the substrate (found to be �2� in the case of

sample B4, effect I) and, on the other hand, by a drastic

decrease in epilayer crystallographic uniformity with respect

to that of the underlying substrate (found to be �500 in the

analyzed case, effect II). Neither of the two features is

observed at the second heterointerface (crystallographic rota-

tion is �0� and a decrease in crystallographic uniformity is

�1). These differences are mainly considered fingerprints of

an indirect crystal contact (GaN-SiN-Si) at the first heteroin-

terface (a weak epitaxial constraint) and a direct crystal con-

tact (InN-GaN) at the second heterointerface, respectively.

3. Compositional uniformity

In the recent years, several groups reported that spectral

purity of InGaN NC ensemble luminescence, improves drasti-

cally when the growth method changes from SA to

SAG.6–8,14–16 These results strongly suggest that the SAG

yields ensembles with improved compositional uniformity. It

is worth to notice that the optical techniques (such as PL, cath-

odoluminescence, and/or electroluminescence) assess the

recombination of photo-carriers generated in the crystal upon

excitation. Consequently, they mainly yield information about

high crystal quality regions with somewhat higher In content,

due to suppressed non-radiative and enhanced radiative recom-

bination, in these regions. In addition, the heterointerfaces of

III-Ns are characterized by strong electric fields, which can

significantly alter the electron-hole recombination energy and

lead to heavy misinterpretations, when compositional analyses

are concerned.

To avoid possible misinterpretations, in this work we

employ a structural XRD technique. Unlike optical techni-

ques, which retrieve compositional information making use

of photo-carriers generated in the crystal upon excitation, the

XRD assesses the crystal lattice directly, by means of

FIG. 6. (a) x-2H/Dx map, for sample

B4, reveals a InN(0001)jjGaN(0001)

jjSi(111) “tilt-related” epitaxial relation-

ship, modified with a slight crystallo-

graphic tilt (�2.2�) at the epilayer-

substrate heterointerface. (b) x-2H/u
pole map reveals InN(10-10)jjGaN(10-

10)jjSi(112) “twist-related” epitaxial

relationship. The observed epitaxial

relationship corresponds to type A

orientation.
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diffraction. Apart from the ternary composition, the proper-

ties of the InGaN NC crystal lattice are strongly influenced

by strain.13 To eliminate potential sources of systematic

errors, we also assess average strain of NCs under study. The

XRD measurements are complemented with macro-PL

measurements, for completeness. Both techniques yield in-

formation averaged over �1 mm2 sample area.

a. XRD analysis. The average In content and composi-

tional uniformity of columnar InGaN sections were studied

by x/2H scans around the (0002) GaN Bragg reflection (Fig.

8(a), samples B1-B4). The signal was recorded with the

Ge(220) hybrid monochromator placed in front of the

detector.

A wide, Gaussian-like intensity distribution, recorded in

the case of the reference SA NC sample (B1) is an indication

of a poor compositional uniformity, which originates from a

high randomness of the SA growth method.13 Relatively nar-

row, Lorentzian-like InGaN diffraction peaks are found over

entire InGaN compositional range on SAG NC ensembles

(samples B2-B4). A narrow, Lorentzian-like distribution is

an indication of a good compositional uniformity.13 Their

FWHM values are comparable to those of single InGaN 2D

layers, grown on a commercial c-plane GaN-on-sapphire

pseudosubstrate, under optimal intermediate metal-rich con-

ditions with a metallic In bilayer on the growth front.21

Figure 8(a) includes x/2H scan of 2D InGaN layer,

�100 nm thick and with the same targeted In content

(�25%) like in B1 and B3 samples, for comparison (growth

details about this sample can be found in our previous

publication).21

The position of InN peak (sample B4 in Figure 8(a))

reveals that the nanocolumnar InN grows nearly fully

relaxed. To assess the strain in nanocolumnar InGaN sec-

tions, reciprocal space mapping was taken around the

(10–15) GaN Bragg reflection. The mapping reveals that

with increasing In content (�15, �25, and 100%) the InGaN

(10–15) diffraction peak displaces along the trajectory that

corresponds to that of the fully relaxed InGaN. Figure 8(b),

shows the measurement for sample B3. The average strain is

found to be below 1%, for all three samples.

b. PL analysis. According to XRD experimental evi-

dence, the compositional uniformity of the InGaN columnar

sections improves significantly when they are grown by

SAG. This improvement has strong consequences on the PL

spectral shape, allowing for higher uniformity of the NC en-

semble emission. Figure 9 shows a comparison of PL spectra

(normalized) of SA and SAG NC samples (B1 and B3), both

having the same targeted In content of �25%.19,20 The corre-

sponding FWHM values, estimated to be 0.54 and 0.15 eV,

respectively, point to significantly improved luminescence

spectral purity, in the SAG case.19,20 The B3 sample emis-

sion, is characterized by a clear and bright green emission

(for details, see Ref. 20). This result is in a qualitative agree-

ment with electroluminescence properties of ensembles of

SA InGaN/GaN NCs, reported by Bavencove et al.,16 and

those of SAG InGaN/GaN NCs reported by Bengoechea-

Encabo et al.8 In the former case, the authors reported pro-

nounced spotty and polychromatic emission. No similar

effects have been observed in the latter case. In addition, a

40% improvement of the FWHM of the ensemble electrolu-

minescence (from �360 down to �220 meV) was reported

for green nano-LEDs, when the growth method changed

from SA to the SAG one.8,16 The narrowing of the NC en-

semble PL by the means of SAG, facilitates fabrication of

FIG. 7. (a) x-rocking curves and (b)

u-scans show that (c) the correspond-

ing FWHM values increase �2.5

orders of magnitude at the GaN/Si het-

erointerface. No further increase is

observed at the InN/GaN columnar

heterointerface. For GaN and InN x-
rocking and u-scan curves, the top axis

is used, whereas for Si curves the bot-

tom axis (dilated 50 times) is used, for

clarity.
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arrays of single color emitting nano-LEDs over entire visible

range. Details about the realization of blue, green, and yel-

low nano-LEDs can be found in our separate publication.8

IV. DISCUSSION

Due to its high importance for practical applications,

several approaches to improve NC ensemble crystallographic

uniformity have been studied. In this discussion, we will

focus exclusively on those reported for GaN NCs grown on

Si(111).16,32,35–37

Three different types of GaN NCs to Si(111) alignment

have been reported in the literature:

(a) single alignment, with type A epitaxial relationship

(GaN(10–10)jjSi(11–2)),35

(b) coexistence of two different alignments, type A and

type B (GaN(11–20)jjSi(11–2)) epitaxial relationships32

(c) random alignment (no epitaxial relationship).35,36

The strategies for improvement can be roughly divided

into two groups:

(i) optimization of growth conditions

(ii) optimization of the interlayer lying between GaN

NCs and Si(111) substrate.

Regarding (i), Wierzbicka et al.35 recently reported that

the GaN NCs to Si(111) alignment is particularly sensitive to

the initial nitridation of the Si(111) surface. Making use of

XRD pole figures, the authors demonstrated that decreasing

temperature of the initial nitridation step led to a progressive

deterioration of the NC-to-substrate alignment; when the ini-

tial nitridation was performed at common growth temperature

(800 �C), single alignment (type A) was observed, whereas

when it was performed at low temperatures (150 �C), the epi-

taxial relationship was fully lost, resulting with a random

alignment.35 These results suggest that depending on the

properties of the amorphous SiN interlayer, it can allow or

fully block the transfer of epitaxial information, from the

underlying Si(111) substrate to the GaN NCs epilayer.

Regarding (ii), several approaches related to the substi-

tution of the amorphous SiN interlayer have been reported.

First, let us note that its substitution with other amorphous

materials, such as amorphous Al2O3, gave similar or worse

results. Sobanska et al. reported that no matter how thick

Al2O3 amorphous interlayer is, it always blocks the transfer

of the epitaxial information through GaN(0001)-Al2O3-

Si(111) heterointerface.36 Better results were reported when

the amorphous SiN interlayer was substituted with crystal-

line interlayers such as AlN or AlGaN.16,32,37 The presence

of Al on the Si(111) surface prevents the formation of amor-

phous SiN, leading to the formation of entirely crystalline

GaN(0001)-Al(Ga)N-Si(111) heterointerface. Although sev-

eral authors reported qualitative improvement in the NC-to-

substrate alignment in this case (attributed mainly to the

direct crystalline contact),16,37 close analysis by the combi-

nation of SEM images and XRD pole figures revealed coex-

istence of type A and type B alignments.32 Similarly to the

findings of Wierzbicka et al.,35 the authors pointed out that

the growth conditions had significant influence on the NCs

alignment and that by optimizing them, the weight of the

dominant alignment could be increased to �98%.32 In sum-

mary, the previous studies report that the GaN NCs-to-

Si(111) alignment is sensitive to both growth conditions and

employed interlayer (SiN, Al2O3, AlN, and AlGaN) and

FIG. 8. (a) x/2H XRD scans of

B1–B4 samples. The positions of fully

relaxed GaN, In0.25Ga0.75N, and InN

(0002) diffraction peaks are shown as

dashed lines. (b) Reciprocal space

mapping of sample B3, around the (10-

15) Bragg spot. The expected positions

of fully relaxed (dotted) and fully

strained (dashed) InGaN on GaN are

shown for clarity.

FIG. 9. Comparison of PL spectra at 10 K (normalized) of ordered InGaN/

GaN NCs (sample B3) with that of SA InGaN/GaN NCs (sample B1), both

emitting in the green. The FWHM improvement (from 0.54 to 0.15 eV) for

the SAG NCs is attributed to its better morphological uniformity.19,20
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varies from a weak single epitaxial relationship (at best) to

no epitaxial relationship (at worst).

Our results are in agreement with the previous findings.

When growing SA GaN NCs on an unintentionally nitridated

Si(111) (Si is spontaneously nitridated in the early growth

stage, at �800 �C) we typically observe type A alignment,

with a very sporadic appearance of type B alignment. By

careful SEM inspections, B alignment was found to have a

weight of less than 1% (Fig. 5(a)).

The recently reported formation mechanisms for SA

GaN NCs, suggest that their self-nucleation may be intrinsi-

cally incompatible with their high crystallographic uniform-

ity.22 Namely, it is the combination of the huge lattice

mismatch to the underlying substrate and highly N-rich con-

ditions that has been identified as the driving mechanism

leading to their self-nucleation. When combined with the

small NC-to-substrate interface (typically <100 � 100 nm2),

these conditions seem to lead to a significant random tilting

and twisting of the initial nucleation seeds, and consequently,

to a poor crystallographic uniformity of the NC ensemble

developed from them in the posterior growth stage.

The problem of poor initial crystallographic uniformity

can be circumvented by homoepitaxy on GaN templates.

Due to the lack of the GaN/substrate lattice mismatch in this

case, the homoepitaxy is intrinsically incompatible with the

self-nucleation mechanism, as reported by Consonni et al.
To surmount this obstacle, the SAG method, assisted by a

lithographic mask in its very initial growth stage, has been

developed. The formation mechanism for SAG GaN NCs in

this case, is substantially different from that reported for SA

GaN NCs, and can be found in our separate publication.23

In the case of GaN NCs, fabricated by this method, both

SEM inspections and XRD pole figures reveal single type A

alignment (Figs. 1, 5, and 6). Notice that the growth of GaN

buffers on either Si or sapphire substrates leads to the forma-

tion of a single GaN crystal. When GaN NC nucleation is

started homoepitaxially on a single crystal seed, the final NC-

to-substrate alignments are unambiguously determined by the

crystal orientation of the underlying substrates. For Si(111)

and sapphire(0001), we find “twist-related” epitaxial relation-

ship to be GaN(10–10)jjSi(11–2) and GaN(10–10)jjsapphire

(11–20). Concerning “tilt-related” epitaxial relationship, it is

found as commonly reported: GaN(0001)jjSi(111) and

GaN(0001)jjsapphire(0001), corrected with a slight tilt-related

crystallographic rotation, which can emerge at the GaN/Si het-

erointerface. The angle of this slight crystallographic rotation

is smaller than the angle of the substrate miscut, i.e., it is typi-

cally of the order of �1� or smaller, and can be considered

irrelevant for practical applications.

To improve the crystallographic uniformity of the GaN

NCs grown on Si, note that we actually do not proceed to the

removal of the amorphous SiN interlayer, which is still pres-

ent at the GaN-Si heterointerface. Instead, by employing

nearly stoichiometric growth conditions for the GaN buffer

growth, we first reduce the number of those crystal seeds that

nucleate with any other but the dominant type A alignment.

Second, by forcing their coalescence into a compact GaN

layer, we hinder growth of those crystal seeds that nucleated

with any other but the dominant type A alignment (at

expense of dislocations formation in the compact layer

itself). In this way, a single crystal GaN buffer layer is

formed. Instead of growing the NCs on the heterointerface

itself (SA approach), the amorphous SiN interlayer is buried

below the compact single crystal GaN buffer, and the NC

nucleation is started directly on it by the means of SAG

homoepitaxy.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, in this article we gave a systematic insight

into crystallographic and compositional uniformity of the

SAG (In)GaN NC ensembles. First, making use of SEM,

RHEED, and XRD techniques, we showed that SAG homoe-

pitaxy, apart from NC site- and size-control, also leads to

improved NC orientation-control. As a consequence, the

SAG NCs exhibit single epitaxial relationship to the underly-

ing Si(111) and sapphire(0001) substrates. Second, making

use of the combination of XRD and macro-PL techniques, we

showed that the combination of site-, size-, and orientation-

control leads to improved compositional uniformity of InGaN

NC ensembles. These two improvements facilitate NCs0 inte-

gration into devices as well as their employment in single-

color applications, opening the door for the realization of

next-generation NC-based III-N optoelectronic devices.
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